
WANT TO BE A CAR BUILDER? CRD offers Complete Austin
Healey Roadster Tooling Kit

CRD announces the World's "Easiest to Build" Austin Healey 3000 roadster tooling
package.

The Cavaliere 3000 roadster tooling package

Palo Alto, Calif. (PRWEB) August 20, 2014

Cavaliere Roadster Development (CRD) releases complete
tooling kit for an exquisitely designed and masterfully
engineered automobile tooling package for the "Cavaliere
3000", an exemplary Austin Healey 3000 Mk III replica.

Looking nothing like cheap replicas or expensive supercars,
the Cavaliere 3000™ is an ultra-minimalist automobile with the
classic lines and engineering bred during simpler times. The
"retro approach" used by Candido Cavaliere when engineering
the 3000 resulted in a fun roadster that is attractive and
appealing to sportscar lovers of both genders and all ages.
The manufacturer's tooling kit provides both the hobbyist and
the professional with all the tools necessary to produce a top
quality roadster in record time.

The inventor's many years spent building cars and helping other car builders with their projects provided valuable insights that resulted in
an automobile tooling package that is both simple and affordable to build, yet reflects enviable quality and craftsmanship when completed.
The blueprints, body molds, templates and other builder items that are being sold with one completed and running 3000 is a masterful
combination of elegant design and engineering simplicity that reflects both old world craftsmanship and modern performance.

When designing the 3000, Cavaliere used the many insights gained from a decade as a certified GM master mechanic to create
an automobile that turns heads whenever one of these rare classic beauties makes an appearance.

We spent years in research, then combined the best Austin Healey 3000 features with some of our own in the final design for a 21st century roadster that is beautiful, fun to drive,

and easier to maintain than any of the competition.

"I wanted to create an automobile that looked as beautiful as the fine European roadsters being built by large sportscar companies, but something that was both

http://www.ebay.com/itm/271582084880?ssPageName=STRK:MESCX:IT&_trksid=p3984.m1554.l2649


"I wanted to create an automobile that looked as beautiful as the fine European roadsters being built by large sportscar companies, but something that was both
simple and fun for amateurs to build, yet more affordable to maintain than other sportscars currently on the market,” says Candido Cavaliere, designer and creator.

"I studied many existing automobile replicas on the market and found each one lacking in some respect. In the 3000 we combined the best features of the original

Austin Healey 3000 with important new ones to create a fantastic new automobile. So far we have received terrific feedback from the results, with over 50 of these

classically elegant new roadsters now gracing US highways.”

CRD tooling packages include all of the molds, jigs, and templates required to significantly streamline the entire manufacturing process.
Much to the credit of Cavaliere custom tooling packages, Austin Healey and Cobra replicas are now being enjoyed by dozens of
customers.

Interested parties should go to the CRD Healey Tooling listing on Ebay to bid.
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